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About This Game

About

"In 2062, Men from Terra have access to a new technology from a mysterious Black Cube they found 5 years before. With this
new power, they decide to explore their solar system, in search for signs of intelligent life. They send you at the discovery of
planet Catyph and its moon Tytaah." CATYPH: The Kunci Experiment is Another Space Adventure reminiscent of Myst and
Rhem, and you can absolutely play it without knowing anything about the first Black Cube game, ASA. With the help of the

data that you collect on Tytaah, you must attempt to access the 7 regions of this moon. Your main mission: understand what the
Kunci is. The whole game relies on observation, discovery and exploration.

CATYPH is an independant and self-funded game, mainly created by one person. It has been envisaged as an experience, an
interactive story based on exploration and logical puzzles. This prerendered 3D game is made of static pictures with video

transitions.

Gameplay

Point & Click. Visit the regions of Tytaah, take notes on a piece of paper, and solve the puzzles!
Hotspots description:

- blue circles: action/examine
- blue arrows: turn head/view to look around you

- red arrows: walk to next/preview node/view
- blue dots at the bottom of the screen: turn view 180°
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Features

 Visit the vast moon of Tytaah (7 regions: desert, snow, alien forest, mercury seas and more)

Around 15 hours of gameplay

Over 800 transition videos and 2000 background images

OST: 18 tracks composed by the artists of KARREO

Immersive story: try to save Terra with the support of General Lantier, and learn more about the mysterious "god" of
Tytaah: Germinal

Play in HD 1920x800

Unlock bonuses (minigames and films)

Developed with Visionaire Studio (Deponia...)

Choose a difficulty level: Normal/Hard, or also Story/Classic modes

Benefit of useful icons over the hotspots

Available for Windows in full English

The soundtrack of CATYPH was composed by KARREO. Several artists joined their forces to create a unique OST (Stélian
Derenne, Jeff K-Ray, Antoine Vachon, Pol Desmurs and Cécile Cognet).

Check out the Black Cube site to discover other related projects:
- ASA, Myha

- Catyph Artbook
- Original Soundtracks
- Self-published DVD
- ANTERRAN comic

and maybe more?
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Title: Catyph: The Kunci Experiment
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Simon Says: Play!
Publisher:
Simon Says: Play!
Franchise:
Black Cube, The Black Cube series
Release Date: 11 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Xp, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2Ghz+

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Non-Dedicated (shared) video card with at least 512MB Shared VRAM & openGL 2.0 support

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: openAL compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Some of the puzzles rely on colors and sound. Mouse only.

English,French
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It's basically A shoe management sim. When reviewing a game, it is sometimes important to know what is already in the market.
This game is effectively inferior to Beat Hazard, a game with a much higher production and better gameplay than this one. Why
waste your time playing this game when that one exists?

Before going into this game you must understand what sort of music this game adheres to. Music games in general all have a
specific preference. Some generate more varied gameplay for more genres and styles of music than others. Audioship is pretty
accepting of its music vs others, however those who listen to music that might leave a certain aspect of music out (like no bass)
or have very few instruments will still be frustrated.

Pros (any pro that this game has will be one that Beat Hazard doesn't):

- Up to 4 people can play.
- 2 people can play on one keyboard.
- Navigating music menu is easy.
- "Test Your Luck" mode is excellent for parties.
- No game soundeffects that take away or cover your music.

Cons:

- Accepts very few music file types. Only mp3, wav and ogg.
- .wav music type apparently doesn't actually play, it just cuts straight to the end.
- Music menu does not remember position. Annoying if you have large libraries.
- Cannot change specific volume settings. The menu sound effects are loud and irritating as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 because
of this.
- Cannot map the keys. Irritating if you are playing solo and it would be much better for wasd to be on arrow keys etc.
- Cannot back out of the "controller settings" if you selected more players than you have responding controllers for.
- Enemies are uncreative and boring. They are just coloured "shapes".
- Enemies do not follow the music very well. They may spawn in time with the music, but we are not fighting them in time with
the music. A break or solo in the song results in a screen covered with enemies that we are not equipped to fighting.
- There is no apparent musical pattern to how the enemies appear.
- Your control responsiveness changes depending on which button you press to ready up. Both R and P give you slow and
accelerating commands (which are not desireable in what is effectively a bullet hell) whereas enter does not. However enter does
not let you change colour nor rotate.
- Bug: In multiplayer, after activating your rainbow "be able to shoot everything" power, player 2 will have its colour forcibly
changed.. A game that has all the characteristics that define an old school retro FPS but falls short of high expectations.

Throughout my entire playthrough, I never felt as though I was playing a 90's FPS game. It's a game you can tell is made in
Unity right from the jump. That's not at all a good thing but it's not all bad either. It felt sluggish and slow in comparison to
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games like DOOM and Quake and doesn't really deliver when it comes to the speed and ferocity you'd expect from those kind
of games. If you give up on the expectation of getting another Quake clone, it becomes quite enjoyable for what it is.

I really dislike the way the developer chose to spam monsters, it doesn't feel fluid, especially at the highest difficulty, you'll find
yourself running into a room and having 20 super strong crocodiles spawn right next to you which can mean instant death or
hopping backwards repeatedly killing them all from a distance. At first I was enjoying the challenge but it happens far too often
and soon becomes tiresome.

I was quite impressed with the Pixelize and Fractured Animation options that where presented, as well as things like a FOV
slider (though needs numbers) and a Simple UI option, which made the game a whole lot more immersive and enjoyable in my
opinion.

I would love an option for Ultrawide resolutions, especially 21:9 as that's what I'm currently using. I've never been fond of
vertical black bars. The options menu also needs some bug fixes, changing options mid-game can be very hazardous, as well as it
not always remembering keybinds and settings. Aside from these minor annoyances, the game doesn't have any game breaking
bugs, which is always a positive in my book.

Overall, Apocryph is a decent arcade style FPS with a wide variety of super weapons, monsters and levels to power through. Just
don't expect another perfect Quake clone like DUSK.. Fun game even when only played locally with friends. The developing
team has done everything right with this game and we cant blame them for the lack of online players. The price is amazing for
what it gives even without the online feature anyways as i said. Definetely reccomended.. Game's pretty dang good! I've played
it a bunch with friends, and if you're looking for that classic bomb-slinging action, this is the place for you. Pick it up, grab a
few controllers, and invite some friends over for an old-fashioned couch competitive free-for-all.. Sa va fut rasa in pula de
tigani ambulanti.
Ziceti ca este free si dupa cereti bani, ar trebuii sa imi dati voi mie bani ca sa joc pe platforma asta.. This plays lime Zuma and
Luxor games but is actually graphically superior to them. It's a nice puzzle game to unwind to when you're in the right mood.

7/10. Good Time killer
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Absolute trash like the old game. You would think they would update the graphics but its still the same engine the same trash
nothing is better about the game at all. Dont pay again for a 3rd time its not worth it.. Dark Quest 2 is good fun for its price.
Especially since you can play multiplayer co-op with friends. Too many board games forget the importance of this.

The atmosphere and music are great.

All it needs is deeper character building, customization and equipment systems for better replayability. And the UI could be
improved.. Very nice traditional hidden object game, on par with the usual level of quality we have come to expect from Artifex
Mundi. There is nothing new here that you haven't already seen in a dozen other HOGs, but really all one can reasonably expect
from this type of game is that the artwork in attractive, and that the gameplay unfolds in a somewhat logical way so that you are
not constantly having to spam the hint button to figure out what to do next, and Eventide succeeds on both counts.. I played the
Sega Mega Drive version. It was fun.

This is not. It's not fun, it's not worth the money I paid for it. The only reasons that I haven't uninstalled it are due to the
nostalgia I get from playing it every now and then, as well as it's not taking up a lot of hard disk space. But seriously, you're
better off downloading an emulator for the consoles and getting the rom if you're planning to play the game at all.

It's supposed to be a "remastered" version of the original game, but little about this game seems "remastered". Pointless and
useless features don't count, especially those that make the game look worse.

Online multiplayer is poorly optimized. The framerate drops drastically even if you're playing with a teammate sitting right next
to you in the same room. As I have mentioned earlier, if you want to play with a friend, get the emulator and play local co-op.
Unless playing Chaos Engine on 0.5x speed is a fine thing for you.

1\/10 Would download Sega Mega Drive emulator and Chaos Engine rom again. I actually really liked this game until the last
third of it. In my opinion the writing takes a significant dip at that point, which i found sad because until then i was having a
blast. The characters are all enjoyable, and the romances are surprisingly well written. There's a section in the story that kind of
feels like clue, and its at this point on the the story becomes unenjoyable for me. It mostly has to do with how the relationships
are treated, especially for amber and to a lesser extent holly, but if you're fine with the standard erotic visual novel fanfare then
you're good.

All in all the first 2/3 of the game is really good and fun to read.. The only good thing I can say is that I got this as part of a
Humble Bundle. If I'd paid full price for this mess, I'd be pretty cheesed off.

Seems like it was just cobbled together to milk SpellForce 2 fans one last time.

Save your money.. Very relaxing game about drawing stuff. Looks and sounds cool, in a kind of nightmarish-vaporchill way.
Prefer it if there was a way to change the constantly moving field of static that is the skybox (the trailer has some much nicer
looking stuff instead), as it's a right eye-strain inducer. I don;t know why, but I really like Froshmin.. Challenging old style
casual game. Fire marbles to match three and eliminate from the board before time runs out. Simple and fun. Only spoilt by the
save system - you have to scomplete an entire stage before quitting or lose all progress.

74/100. There's potential here. The core feel of riding a dragon is pretty good.

However, this game needs instructions, extra content, polish, and some way to combat motion sickness before I can say it's
worth the full ten dollar asking price.

I think this would have been much better suited to early access, since it's essentially a proof of concept...

EDIT: You guys gonna update your game, or what?
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